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Become an iconic Star Wars Villain! Use your sinister 
influence and unique abilities to manipulate events in your 

favor. Are you powerful and clever enough to fulfill your 
dark destiny before your opponents?

2 to 4 Players • Ages 10 and Up • 20 Minutes per Player



2 3

TETH

ASAJJ  VENTRESS

DATHOMIR KAMINO CORUSCANT  LEVEL  13 12

DEEP  SPACE

OBJECTIVE

Complete 3 Missions.

VEHICLE

Put one random card from your 
discard pile into your hand.

TR IDE NTTR IDE NT

Asajj Ventress cannot perform 

Vanquish actions. Remove two 

Allies from your Sector to 

remove Strange Alliances.

STRANGE  ALL IANCES
STRANGE  ALL IANCES

RESTRICTION

VEHICLE

Look at the top three cards of 
your deck. Put one into your 

hand, discard one, and put one 
on the bottom of your deck.

THE  BANSHEETHE  BANSHEE

EFFECT

INF I LTRAT IONINF ILTRAT ION

Move Asajj Ventress to any 

location with a Fate card and end 

your turn. Before Asajj Ventress 

moves on your next turn, defeat 

all Fate cards at her location. 

Then, take your turn as normal at 

Asajj Ventress’ current location.

ASAJJ VENTRESS
VILLAIN GUIDE

INFILTRATION
Infiltration showcases what  
Asajj Ventress does best.  
When you play Infiltration,  
do the following: 

1)  Move to a new location with a 
Fate card in play on the Hero side 
of the Sector. This can be a Vehicle location. 

2)  Immediately end your turn. You cannot take any 
actions or use Vehicle Abilities. You should still 
draw back up to four cards. 

3)  On your next turn, gain 1 Ambition, as normal, 
but do not move. 

4)  Defeat and remove all Fate cards at your 
current location. 

5)  Asajj Ventress remains at this location and 
continues her turn as normal. She may use 
Vehicle Abilities if on a Vehicle location. If 
applicable, any defeated and removed cards 
count toward fulfilling Mission tasks.

Note: If Asajj has the Restriction 
Strange Alliances, you may still 
play Infiltration since no Vanquish 
actions are taking place.

VEHICLES FOR THE JOB
Asajj Ventress’ Vehicle locations are 
important tools for locating cards. When 
you move to The Banshee, look at the top 
three cards in your Villain deck. Keep one, 
discard one, and place the third at the 
bottom of the deck. The Trident allows you 
to draw one card at random from your 
Villain deck’s discard pile.

REF EREN CE  CA RD

Collect Credits

Activate

Ambition

Discard Cards Vanquish

Fate

Play a Card

Maneuver
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MUSTAFAR

DARTH  VADER

DEATH  STAR CLOUD C ITY EMPEROR ’S  TH RO N E  RO O M

DEEP  SPACE

OBJECTIVE

Defeat Luke Skywalker.

MUSTAFAR

DARTH  VADER

DEATH  STAR CLOUD C ITY EMPEROR ’S  THRONE  ROOM

DEEP  SP AC E

OBJECTIVE

Defeat Luke Skywalker.

LA IR  OF  GR IEVOUS

GENERAL  GR IEVOUS

SALEUCAMI FLORRUM U T APAU

DEEP SPACE

OBJECTIVE

Collect eight  
Lightsabers.

D’QAR

KYLO  REN

CRAIT SNOKE ’S  CHAMBER EMPERO R ’S  T HRO N E  RO O M

DEEP  SPACE

OBJECTIVE

Commit to the  
Dark Side of the Force.

OBJECTIVE

Capture and experiment  
on Grogu. NEVARRO C ITY

MOFF GIDEON

OLD  IMPERIAL  BASE TYTHON T HE  BR IDG E

DEEP SPACE
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Gain 2 Ambition.

VEHICLE

T IE  ADVANCED  X1T IE  ADVANCED  X1

HERO

All of Darth Vader’s 
Ambition Ability Costs are 
increased by 1 Ambition.

PRINCESS  LE IAPRINCESS  LE IA

RESTRICTION

Darth Vader cannot perform Ambition actions. Darth Vader must discard his entire hand during a Discard action to remove More Powerful Than You Can Imagine.

MORE  POWERFUL  THAN 
MORE  POWERFUL  THAN YOU CAN  IMAGINEYOU CAN  IMAGINE

HERO

While R2-D2 is attached to an engaged Hero Vehicle, Darth Vader cannot use the Ally Vehicle’s Ability.

R2-D2R2-D2

VEHICLE

MILLENNIUM FALCON
MILLENNIUM FALCON

When a Hero has been defeated, move them to 

the Millennium Falcon. Players targeting Darth 

Vader with a Fate action may play a Hero from 

the Millennium Falcon to a new location instead 

of drawing cards from Darth Vader’s Fate deck.

ALLY

IMPERIAL  OFF ICERS
IMPERIAL  OFF ICERS

1  : Remove a Hero Vehicle 

from your Sector, then 

remove Imperial Officers.

During their turn, if another 

player spends 2 or more Ambition, 

you may play The Power of the 

Dark Side. Gain 2 Ambition.

CONDITION

THE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDE
THE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDE

DARTH VADER
VILLAIN GUIDE

R2-D2 AND THE  
MILLENNIUM FALCON

R2-D2 may be played to a Hero 
Vehicle. When played there, the 
little droid blocks the Ability of 
the engaged Ally Vehicle. 

While the Millennium Falcon 
is in play,  defeated Heroes 
are placed there rather than 
the discard pile. This may 
prevent Darth Vader from 
moving Luke Skywalker toward 
the Emperor’s Throne Room. 
However, when the Millennium 
Falcon is defeated, each Hero 
on board counts for moving 
Luke Skywalker.

Hero Vehicles can be defeated 
by using Imperial Officers 
without sacrificing your  
own Vehicles.

DARTH VADER’S AMBITION

When Darth Vader, Emperor Palpatine, and 
Luke Skywalker (Conflicted) are in the Em-
peror’s Throne Room, Darth Vader may pay 
6 Ambition to win the game. TIE Advanced X1 
and Power of the Dark Side allow Darth Vader 
to gain Ambition. However, Darth Vader faces 
many obstacles. Princess Leia increases the 
Cost of Ambition actions, while May the Force 
Be with You removes Ambition. Finally, More 
Powerful Than You Can Imagine is a Restric-
tion card that prevents Darth Vader from 
taking any kind of Ambition action.

Gain 2 Ambition.
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THE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDE

DARTH VADER
VILLAIN GUIDE

R2-D2 AND THE  
MILLENNIUM FALCON

R2-D2 may be played to a Hero 
Vehicle. When played there, the 
little droid blocks the Ability of 
the engaged Ally Vehicle. 

While the Millennium Falcon 
is in play,  defeated Heroes 
are placed there rather than 
the discard pile. This may 
prevent Darth Vader from 
moving Luke Skywalker toward 
the Emperor’s Throne Room. 
However, when the Millennium 
Falcon is defeated, each Hero 
on board counts for moving 
Luke Skywalker.

Hero Vehicles can be defeated 
by using Imperial Officers 
without sacrificing your  
own Vehicles.

DARTH VADER’S AMBITION

When Darth Vader, Emperor Palpatine, and 
Luke Skywalker (Conflicted) are in the Em-
peror’s Throne Room, Darth Vader may pay 
6 Ambition to win the game. TIE Advanced X1 
and Power of the Dark Side allow Darth Vader 
to gain Ambition. However, Darth Vader faces 
many obstacles. Princess Leia increases the 
Cost of Ambition actions, while May the Force 
Be with You removes Ambition. Finally, More 
Powerful Than You Can Imagine is a Restric-
tion card that prevents Darth Vader from 
taking any kind of Ambition action.

KYLO REN
VILLAIN GUIDE

GAINING AMBITION
Kylo Ren needs more than just the Ambition 
he gains during each turn to achieve his 
goal. The Knights of Ren gain Ambition equal 
to the Strength of the Hero they defeat in 
a Vanquish action. The Power of the Dark 
Side allows you to gain Ambition equal to 
the number of Destiny tokens on the Dark 
Side of the Destiny tracker. Your Son is Gone 
allows you to gain 1 Ambition OR 3 Ambition. 
If you choose 3 Ambition, you must move one 
Destiny token toward the Light Side. Finally, 
you can play I Can Take What I Want when 
another player gains 1 or more Credits. You 
then gain the same amount of Ambition as the 
other player gained credits.

DESTINY: FATE
Some Fate cards like Rey, Come Home, 
and Every Word You Said Was Wrong move 
Destiny tokens toward the Light Side. The 
player taking the Fate action decides which 
Destiny tokens to move. Every Word You Said 
Was Wrong moves one Destiny token directly 
to the Light Side, even if that token was 
previously in the Dark Side. 

HERO

When Rey is played, move all Destiny 
tokens toward the Light Side.

REYREY

EFFECT

Place one Destiny token on the 

Light Side and move one Destiny 

token toward the Light Side.

EVERY  WORD YOU EVERY  WORD YOU 
SAID  WAS WRONGSAID  WAS WRONG

Move one Destiny token 
toward the Light Side.

COME  HOMECOME  HOME

EFFECT
ALLY

When Knights of Ren is used 
to defeat a Hero in a Vanquish 
action, gain Ambition equal to 

the Strength of that Hero.

KNIGHTS  OF  RENKNIGHTS  OF  REN

EFFECT

Gain Ambition equal to the number 
of Destiny tokens in the Dark Side.

THE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDETHE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDE

CONDITION

I  CAN  TA KE  WHAT  I  WANTI  CAN  TA KE  WHAT  I  WANT

During their turn, if another 
player gains 1 or more Credits, 
you may play I Can Take What I 
Want. Gain that many Ambition.

EFFECT

Either gain 1 Ambition OR gain 
3 Ambition and move a Destiny 

token toward the Light Side.

YOUR SON  IS  GONEYOUR SON  IS  GONE

HERO

Each time another Hero is played 

to General Grievous’ Sector, Ahsoka 

Tano gets +1 Strength. When Ahsoka 

Tano is defeated, General Grievous 

collects one additional Lightsaber.

AHSOKA TANOAHSOKA TANO

HERO

When Mace Windu is played, 
all Allies in General Grievous’ 

Sector get -1 Strength. 

MACE  WINDUMACE  WINDU

ALLY

B1 Battle Droids get +1 Strength  for each other Ally at their location.

B1  BATTLE  DROIDSB1  BATTLE  DROIDS

ALLY

MAGNA GUARDMAGNA GUARD

Heroes cannot be moved 
or Maneuvered from Magna 

Guard’s location.

HERO

When Obi-Wan Kenobi is played, 

remove an Ally Vehicle from 

General Grievous’ Sector.

OBI -WAN KENOBIOBI -WAN KENOBI

HERO

When Anakin Skywalker is played, defeat all Allies at his location.

ANAKIN  SKYWALKERANAKIN  SKYWALKER

ALLY

When performing a Vanquish 

action, you may pay 1 Ambition 

to Maneuver Droidekas to the 

location of that action. Droidekas 

must be used in that action.

DROIDEKASDROIDEKAS

ALLY

B2 SUPER  BATTLE  DROIDS
B2  SUPER  BATTLE  DROIDS

When B2 Super Battle Droids would 

be discarded in a Vanquish action,  

you may pay 1 Ambition instead 

to keep them in play.

ALLY

When BX-Droid Commandos would be discarded in a Vanquish action, you may put them into your hand instead. 

BX-DROID  COMMANDOS
BX-DROID  COMMANDOS

GENERAL GRIEVOUS
VILLAIN GUIDE

HEROES FIGHT BACK
Heroes have powerful Abilities to count-
er General Grievous. When played, Anakin 
Skywalker defeats all Allies at his location. 
Obi-Wan Kenobi removes an Ally Vehicle when 
played. Mace Windu reduces the Strength of 
all Allies in General Grievous’ Sector. Finally, 
Ahsoka Tano gains Strength each time a new 
Hero is played to General Grievous’ Sector.

THE DROIDS
B1 Battle Droids gain Strength 
for every additional Ally in their 
location. You may pay 1 Ambition 
(per card) to keep B2 Super 
Battle Droids in play rather than 
discard them after a Vanquish 
action. Instead of being discarded 
in a Vanquish action, BX-Droid 
Commandos return to your hand.

Heroes cannot 
Maneuver away from Magna 
Guard’s location, even when Kit 
Fisto is played. When taking a 
Vanquish action, you may pay 1 
Ambition to Maneuver Droidekas 
in your Sector to the location 
of that Vanquish action. (You do 
not need to pay Ambition to use 
Droidekas in a Vanquish action if 
Droidekas is already there.)

When Unexpected Help is played, 

defeat all Allies in Grogu’s location. 

No Allies may be played or Maneuvered 

to Grogu’s location. Grogu is moved 

to the Hero side of the Sector at 

that location. Remove this card 

when you take a Vanquish action.

UNEXPECTED  HELP
UNEXPECTED  HELP

RESTRICTION

EFFECT

Move Grogu to any location 
with no Allies present. Grogu 

must remain on the same side 
of Moff Gideon’s Sector.

SELF-PROTECT ION
SELF-PROTECT ION

ITEM

Attach the Darksaber to an Ally. If that Ally is defeated, leave the Darksaber at that location. The first Hero or Ally to that location may pick up the Darksaber and attach it. Grogu cannot attach or  use the Darksaber.

DARKSABERDARKSABER

EFFECT

Remove any Dark Troopers at 
Grogu’s location. Move Grogu 

to any location on the Hero side 
of Moff Gideon’s Sector.

THE  JED ITHE  JED I

MOFF GIDEON
VILLAIN GUIDE

DARKSABER
The Darksaber card never 
leaves your Sector once it 
has been played. Attach it 
to an Ally. When that Ally is 
part of a Vanquish action, 
or is defeated or removed 
in any way, the Darksaber 
remains in place. It 
attaches immediately to 
the next Hero or Ally at 
that location.

When the Darksaber is first played, the 
Ally it is attached to gets +1 Strength. The 
Darksaber gets stronger as it changes hands 
and grants an additional +1 Strength each 
time a new Hero or Ally claims and attaches 
it. The Darksaber may be attached to multiple 
different Heroes and Allies over the course 
of the game, but Grogu can never claim or 
attach the Darksaber.

GROGU TAKEN
Grogu can be rescued by Fate cards that 
move him to the Hero side of Moff Gideon’s 
Sector. The Jedi not only moves Grogu to 
the Hero side of Moff Gideon’s Sector, but 
also defeats any Allies in Grogu’s location, 
including Dark Troopers. Self-Protection 
allows Grogu to flee his current location for 
a new location with no Allies (no matter which 
side of your Sector he’s on). 

Unexpected Help is a Restriction that frees 
Grogu and allows him to be rescued by 
defeating all Allies in Grogu’s location. Allies 
cannot be Maneuvered, played, or placed to 
Grogu’s location until you remove Unexpected 
Help by defeating a Hero.
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JEDI

Heroes at Luke Skywalker’s 
location cannot be targeted 

by Vanquish actions.

LUKE  SKYWALKER LUKE  SKYWALKER 
(( FOCUSEDFOCUSED ))

COMPONENTS
5 Sectors

5 Villain Guides

Tokens

5 Villain Movers

5 Villain Decks (30 cards in each deck)

5 Fate Decks (15 cards in each deck)

2 Special Tiles  
(1 Luke Skywalker Tile, 1 Destiny Tracker)

Moff GideonDarth 
Vader

General 
Grievous

Kylo RenAsajj 
Ventress

1st Player

2nd Player

3rd and 4th Players

5 Reference Cards

25 Credit 
Tokens

6 Destiny 
Tokens

8 Lightsaber 
Tokens

25 Ambition 
Tokens

15 Strength 
Tokens

1 Chamber

As soon as a player has achieved their Villain’s Objective, the 
game ends and that player is the winner! Refer to your Villain 
Guide for tips on how to achieve your Villain’s Objective.

Each player takes the role of a Star Wars Villain with their own 
Objective to achieve. On your turn, place your Villain mover on a 
different location in your Sector, then perform the actions available 
there. Achieve your Villain’s Objective first to win the game!

OBJECTIVESUMMARY SETUP

1.  Each player chooses a Villain and takes 
the corresponding Sector, Villain mover, 
Villain deck, Fate deck, and Villain Guide, 
as well as a Reference Card and any 
special tokens or tiles, if needed. Return 
remaining Villains and their components 
to the box.

2.  Place your Sector in front of you. Each 
Sector depicts (from left to right) your 
Villain’s portrait and Objective, four 
locations, and Deep Space, which is 
where you can play Vehicle cards. Place 
your Villain mover on the Villain portrait; 
that is where it will start the game.

3.  Shuffle your Villain deck (colored backs) 
and place it face down to the left of your 
Sector. Leave room for a discard pile.

4.  Shuffle your Fate deck (white backs) and 
place it face down above your Sector so 
that your opponents may draw from it. 
Leave room for a discard pile.

5.  The Chamber has three slots. Fill one slot 
with Credit tokens, one slot with Ambition 
tokens, and one slot with +1/-1 Strength 
tokens. Place the Chamber within reach 
of all players.

6.  Draw a starting hand of four cards from 
your Villain deck. You may look at your 
cards but keep them secret from other 
players. Refer to your Villain Guide for 
any helpful hints regarding your cards 
and your overall strategy.

7.  The last player to use the Force, or the 
oldest player, goes first. The first player 
does not start with any Credits. The 
second player starts with 1 Credit. The 
third and fourth players start with 2 
Credits each.

8.  In turn order, read the Objective on your 
Sector out loud so that all players are 
aware of your goals. If you ever forget 
your opponents’ Objectives, you can find 
them on your Reference card.

LIGHT SIDELIGHT SIDE

DARK SIDEDARK SIDE

-1

SOME VILLAINS HAVE UNIQUE 
SETUPS AND COMPONENTS AS 

EXPLAINED IN THEIR VILLAIN GUIDES.
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While R2-D2 is attached to an engaged Hero Vehicle, Darth Vader cannot use the Ally Vehicle’s Ability.
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MILLENNIUM FALCON

When a Hero has been defeated, move them to 

the Millennium Falcon. Players targeting Darth 

Vader with a Fate action may play a Hero from 

the Millennium Falcon to a new location instead 

of drawing cards from Darth Vader’s Fate deck.
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1  : Remove a Hero Vehicle 

from your Sector, then 

remove Imperial Officers.

During their turn, if another 

player spends 2 or more Ambition, 

you may play The Power of the 

Dark Side. Gain 2 Ambition.
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DARTH VADER
VILLAIN GUIDE

R2-D2 AND THE  
MILLENNIUM FALCON

R2-D2 may be played to a Hero 
Vehicle. When played there, the 
little droid blocks the Ability of 
the engaged Ally Vehicle. 

While the Millennium Falcon 
is in play,  defeated Heroes 
are placed there rather than 
the discard pile. This may 
prevent Darth Vader from 
moving Luke Skywalker toward 
the Emperor’s Throne Room. 
However, when the Millennium 
Falcon is defeated, each Hero 
on board counts for moving 
Luke Skywalker.

Hero Vehicles can be defeated 
by using Imperial Officers 
without sacrificing your  
own Vehicles.

DARTH VADER’S AMBITION

When Darth Vader, Emperor Palpatine, and 
Luke Skywalker (Conflicted) are in the Em-
peror’s Throne Room, Darth Vader may pay 
6 Ambition to win the game. TIE Advanced X1 
and Power of the Dark Side allow Darth Vader 
to gain Ambition. However, Darth Vader faces 
many obstacles. Princess Leia increases the 
Cost of Ambition actions, while May the Force 
Be with You removes Ambition. Finally, More 
Powerful Than You Can Imagine is a Restric-
tion card that prevents Darth Vader from 
taking any kind of Ambition action.

Gain 2 Ambition.

VEHICLE

T IE  ADVANCED  X1T IE  ADVANCED  X1

HERO

All of Darth Vader’s 
Ambition Ability Costs are 
increased by 1 Ambition.

PRINCESS  LE IAPRINCESS  LE IA

RESTRICTION

Darth Vader cannot perform Ambition actions. Darth Vader must discard his entire hand during a Discard action to remove More Powerful Than You Can Imagine.

MORE  POWERFUL  THAN 
MORE  POWERFUL  THAN YOU CAN  IMAGINEYOU CAN  IMAGINE

HERO

While R2-D2 is attached to an engaged Hero Vehicle, Darth Vader cannot use the Ally Vehicle’s Ability.

R2-D2R2-D2

VEHICLE

MILLENNIUM FALCON
MILLENNIUM FALCON

When a Hero has been defeated, move them to 

the Millennium Falcon. Players targeting Darth 

Vader with a Fate action may play a Hero from 

the Millennium Falcon to a new location instead 

of drawing cards from Darth Vader’s Fate deck.

ALLY

IMPERIAL  OFF ICERS
IMPERIAL  OFF ICERS

1  : Remove a Hero Vehicle 

from your Sector, then 

remove Imperial Officers.

During their turn, if another 

player spends 2 or more Ambition, 

you may play The Power of the 

Dark Side. Gain 2 Ambition.

CONDITION

THE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDE
THE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDE

DARTH VADER
VILLAIN GUIDE

R2-D2 AND THE  
MILLENNIUM FALCON

R2-D2 may be played to a Hero 
Vehicle. When played there, the 
little droid blocks the Ability of 
the engaged Ally Vehicle. 

While the Millennium Falcon 
is in play,  defeated Heroes 
are placed there rather than 
the discard pile. This may 
prevent Darth Vader from 
moving Luke Skywalker toward 
the Emperor’s Throne Room. 
However, when the Millennium 
Falcon is defeated, each Hero 
on board counts for moving 
Luke Skywalker.

Hero Vehicles can be defeated 
by using Imperial Officers 
without sacrificing your  
own Vehicles.

DARTH VADER’S AMBITION

When Darth Vader, Emperor Palpatine, and 
Luke Skywalker (Conflicted) are in the Em-
peror’s Throne Room, Darth Vader may pay 
6 Ambition to win the game. TIE Advanced X1 
and Power of the Dark Side allow Darth Vader 
to gain Ambition. However, Darth Vader faces 
many obstacles. Princess Leia increases the 
Cost of Ambition actions, while May the Force 
Be with You removes Ambition. Finally, More 
Powerful Than You Can Imagine is a Restric-
tion card that prevents Darth Vader from 
taking any kind of Ambition action.

KYLO REN
VILLAIN GUIDE

GAINING AMBITION
Kylo Ren needs more than just the Ambition 
he gains during each turn to achieve his 
goal. The Knights of Ren gain Ambition equal 
to the Strength of the Hero they defeat in 
a Vanquish action. The Power of the Dark 
Side allows you to gain Ambition equal to 
the number of Destiny tokens on the Dark 
Side of the Destiny tracker. Your Son is Gone 
allows you to gain 1 Ambition OR 3 Ambition. 
If you choose 3 Ambition, you must move one 
Destiny token toward the Light Side. Finally, 
you can play I Can Take What I Want when 
another player gains 1 or more Credits. You 
then gain the same amount of Ambition as the 
other player gained credits.

DESTINY: FATE
Some Fate cards like Rey, Come Home, 
and Every Word You Said Was Wrong move 
Destiny tokens toward the Light Side. The 
player taking the Fate action decides which 
Destiny tokens to move. Every Word You Said 
Was Wrong moves one Destiny token directly 
to the Light Side, even if that token was 
previously in the Dark Side. 

HERO

When Rey is played, move all Destiny 
tokens toward the Light Side.

REYREY

EFFECT

Place one Destiny token on the 

Light Side and move one Destiny 

token toward the Light Side.

EVERY  WORD YOU EVERY  WORD YOU 
SAID  WAS WRONGSAID  WAS WRONG

Move one Destiny token 
toward the Light Side.

COME  HOMECOME  HOME

EFFECT
ALLY

When Knights of Ren is used 
to defeat a Hero in a Vanquish 
action, gain Ambition equal to 

the Strength of that Hero.

KNIGHTS  OF  RENKNIGHTS  OF  REN

EFFECT

Gain Ambition equal to the number 
of Destiny tokens in the Dark Side.

THE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDETHE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDE

CONDITION

I  CAN  TA KE  WHAT  I  WANTI  CAN  TA KE  WHAT  I  WANT

During their turn, if another 
player gains 1 or more Credits, 
you may play I Can Take What I 
Want. Gain that many Ambition.

EFFECT

Either gain 1 Ambition OR gain 
3 Ambition and move a Destiny 

token toward the Light Side.

YOUR SON  IS  GONEYOUR SON  IS  GONE

HERO

Each time another Hero is played 

to General Grievous’ Sector, Ahsoka 

Tano gets +1 Strength. When Ahsoka 

Tano is defeated, General Grievous 

collects one additional Lightsaber.

AHSOKA TANOAHSOKA TANO

HERO

When Mace Windu is played, 
all Allies in General Grievous’ 

Sector get -1 Strength. 

MACE  WINDUMACE  WINDU

ALLY

B1 Battle Droids get +1 Strength  for each other Ally at their location.

B1  BATTLE  DR OIDSB1  BATTLE  DR OIDS

ALLY

MAGNA GUARDMAGNA GUARD

Heroes cannot be moved 
or Maneuvered from Magna 

Guard’s location.

HERO

When Obi-Wan Kenobi is played, 

remove an Ally Vehicle from 

General Grievous’ Sector.

OBI -WAN KENOBIOBI -WAN KENOBI

HERO

When Anakin Skywalker is played, defeat all Allies at his location.

ANAKIN  SKYWALKERANAKIN  SKYWALKER

ALLY

When performing a Vanquish 

action, you may pay 1 Ambition 

to Maneuver Droidekas to the 

location of that action. Droidekas 

must be used in that action.

DROIDEKASDROIDEKAS

ALLY

B2 SUPER  BATTLE  DROIDS
B2  SUPER  BATTLE  DROIDS

When B2 Super Battle Droids would 

be discarded in a Vanquish action,  

you may pay 1 Ambition instead 

to keep them in play.

ALLY

When BX-Droid Commandos would be discarded in a Vanquish action, you may put them into your hand instead. 

BX-DROID  COMMANDOS
BX-DROID  COMMANDOS

GENERAL GRIEVOUS
VILLAIN GUIDE

HEROES FIGHT BACK
Heroes have powerful Abilities to count-
er General Grievous. When played, Anakin 
Skywalker defeats all Allies at his location. 
Obi-Wan Kenobi removes an Ally Vehicle when 
played. Mace Windu reduces the Strength of 
all Allies in General Grievous’ Sector. Finally, 
Ahsoka Tano gains Strength each time a new 
Hero is played to General Grievous’ Sector.

THE DROIDS
B1 Battle Droids gain Strength 
for every additional Ally in their 
location. You may pay 1 Ambition 
(per card) to keep B2 Super 
Battle Droids in play rather than 
discard them after a Vanquish 
action. Instead of being discarded 
in a Vanquish action, BX-Droid 
Commandos return to your hand.

Heroes cannot 
Maneuver away from Magna 
Guard’s location, even when Kit 
Fisto is played. When taking a 
Vanquish action, you may pay 1 
Ambition to Maneuver Droidekas 
in your Sector to the location 
of that Vanquish action. (You do 
not need to pay Ambition to use 
Droidekas in a Vanquish action if 
Droidekas is already there.)

When Unexpected Help is played, 

defeat all Allies in Grogu’s location. 

No Allies may be played or Maneuvered 

to Grogu’s location. Grogu is moved 

to the Hero side of the Sector at 

that location. Remove this card 

when you take a Vanquish action.

UNEXPECTED  HELP
UNEXPECTED  HELP

RESTRICTION

EFFECT

Move Grogu to any location 
with no Allies present. Grogu 

must remain on the same side 
of Moff Gideon’s Sector.

SELF-PROTECT ION
SELF-PROTECT ION

ITEM

Attach the Darksaber to an Ally. If that Ally is defeated, leave the Darksaber at that location. The first Hero or Ally to that location may pick up the Darksaber and attach it. Grogu cannot attach or  use the Darksaber.

DARKSABERDARKSABER

EFFECT

Remove any Dark Troopers at 
Grogu’s location. Move Grogu 

to any location on the Hero side 
of Moff Gideon’s Sector.

THE  JED ITHE  JED I

MOFF GIDEON
VILLAIN GUIDE

DARKSABER
The Darksaber card never 
leaves your Sector once it 
has been played. Attach it 
to an Ally. When that Ally is 
part of a Vanquish action, 
or is defeated or removed 
in any way, the Darksaber 
remains in place. It 
attaches immediately to 
the next Hero or Ally at 
that location.

When the Darksaber is first played, the 
Ally it is attached to gets +1 Strength. The 
Darksaber gets stronger as it changes hands 
and grants an additional +1 Strength each 
time a new Hero or Ally claims and attaches 
it. The Darksaber may be attached to multiple 
different Heroes and Allies over the course 
of the game, but Grogu can never claim or 
attach the Darksaber.

GROGU TAKEN
Grogu can be rescued by Fate cards that 
move him to the Hero side of Moff Gideon’s 
Sector. The Jedi not only moves Grogu to 
the Hero side of Moff Gideon’s Sector, but 
also defeats any Allies in Grogu’s location, 
including Dark Troopers. Self-Protection 
allows Grogu to flee his current location for 
a new location with no Allies (no matter which 
side of your Sector he’s on). 

Unexpected Help is a Restriction that frees 
Grogu and allows him to be rescued by 
defeating all Allies in Grogu’s location. Allies 
cannot be Maneuvered, played, or placed to 
Grogu’s location until you remove Unexpected 
Help by defeating a Hero.

Sector

Villain Mover

Starting Hand Villain GuideReference Card

Villain 
Deck

Fate Deck

Fate  
Discard 

Pile

Villain  
Discard 

Pile

PLAYER SETUP

REFERENCE  CARD

Collect Credits

Activate

Ambition

Discard Cards Vanquish

Fate
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JEDI

Heroes at Luke Skywalker’s 
location cannot be targeted 

by Vanquish actions.

LUKE  SKYWALKER LUKE  SKYWALKER 
(( FOCUSEDFOCUSED))

COMPONENTS
5 Sectors

5 Villain Guides

Tokens

5 Villain Movers

5 Villain Decks (30 cards in each deck)

5 Fate Decks (15 cards in each deck)

2 Special Tiles  
(1 Luke Skywalker Tile, 1 Destiny Tracker)

Moff GideonDarth 
Vader

General 
Grievous

Kylo RenAsajj 
Ventress

1st Player

2nd Player

3rd and 4th Players

5 Reference Cards

25 Credit 
Tokens

6 Destiny 
Tokens

8 Lightsaber 
Tokens

25 Ambition 
Tokens

15 Strength 
Tokens

1 Chamber

As soon as a player has achieved their Villain’s Objective, the 
game ends and that player is the winner! Refer to your Villain 
Guide for tips on how to achieve your Villain’s Objective.

Each player takes the role of a Star Wars Villain with their own 
Objective to achieve. On your turn, place your Villain mover on a 
different location in your Sector, then perform the actions available 
there. Achieve your Villain’s Objective first to win the game!

OBJECTIVESUMMARY SETUP

1.  Each player chooses a Villain and takes 
the corresponding Sector, Villain mover, 
Villain deck, Fate deck, and Villain Guide, 
as well as a Reference Card and any 
special tokens or tiles, if needed. Return 
remaining Villains and their components 
to the box.

2.  Place your Sector in front of you. Each 
Sector depicts (from left to right) your 
Villain’s portrait and Objective, four 
locations, and Deep Space, which is 
where you can play Vehicle cards. Place 
your Villain mover on the Villain portrait; 
that is where it will start the game.

3.  Shuffle your Villain deck (colored backs) 
and place it face down to the left of your 
Sector. Leave room for a discard pile.

4.  Shuffle your Fate deck (white backs) and 
place it face down above your Sector so 
that your opponents may draw from it. 
Leave room for a discard pile.

5.  The Chamber has three slots. Fill one slot 
with Credit tokens, one slot with Ambition 
tokens, and one slot with +1/-1 Strength 
tokens. Place the Chamber within reach 
of all players.

6.  Draw a starting hand of four cards from 
your Villain deck. You may look at your 
cards but keep them secret from other 
players. Refer to your Villain Guide for 
any helpful hints regarding your cards 
and your overall strategy.

7.  The last player to use the Force, or the 
oldest player, goes first. The first player 
does not start with any Credits. The 
second player starts with 1 Credit. The 
third and fourth players start with 2 
Credits each.

8.  In turn order, read the Objective on your 
Sector out loud so that all players are 
aware of your goals. If you ever forget 
your opponents’ Objectives, you can find 
them on your Reference card.

LIGHT SIDELIGHT SIDE

DARK SIDEDARK SIDE

-1

SOME VILLAINS HAVE UNIQUE 
SETUPS AND COMPONENTS AS 

EXPLAINED IN THEIR VILLAIN GUIDES.



DARTH
VADER

4 5

MUSTA FA R

DA RTH  VA DER

DEATH  STAR C LOUD C ITY EMPEROR ’S  THRONE  ROOM

DE E P  SPA C E

OBJECTIVE

Defeat Luke Skywalker.

DARTH VADER © LFL EN01

Gain 2 Ambition.

VEHICLE

T IE  ADVANCED  X1T IE  ADVANCED  X1

HERO

All of Darth Vader’s 
Ambition Ability Costs are 
increased by 1 Ambition.

PRINCESS  LE I APRINCESS  LE I A

RESTRICTION

Darth Vader cannot perform Ambition actions. Darth Vader must discard his entire hand during a Discard action to remove More Powerful Than You Can Imagine.

MORE  POWERFUL  THAN 
MORE  POWERFUL  THAN YOU CAN  IMAGINEYOU CAN  IMAGINE

HERO

While R2-D2 is attached to an engaged Hero Vehicle, Darth Vader cannot use the Ally Vehicle’s Ability.

R2-D2R2-D2

VEHICLE

MILLENNIUM FALCON
MILLENNIUM FALCON

When a Hero has been defeated, move them to 

the Millennium Falcon. Players targeting Darth 

Vader with a Fate action may play a Hero from 

the Millennium Falcon to a new location instead 

of drawing cards from Darth Vader’s Fate deck.

ALLY

IMPERIAL  OFF ICERS
IMPERIAL  OFF ICERS

1  : Remove a Hero Vehicle 

from your Sector, then 

remove Imperial Officers.

During their turn, if another 

player spends 2 or more Ambition, 

you may play The Power of the 

Dark Side. Gain 2 Ambition.

CONDITION

THE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDE
THE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDE

DARTH VADER
VILLAIN GUIDE

R2-D2 AND THE  
MILLENNIUM FALCON

R2-D2 may be played to a Hero 
Vehicle. When played there, the 
little droid blocks the Ability of 
the engaged Ally Vehicle. 

While the Millennium Falcon 
is in play,  defeated Heroes 
are placed there rather than 
the discard pile. This may 
prevent Darth Vader from 
moving Luke Skywalker toward 
the Emperor’s Throne Room. 
However, when the Millennium 
Falcon is defeated, each Hero 
on board counts for moving 
Luke Skywalker.

Hero Vehicles can be defeated 
by using Imperial Officers 
without sacrificing your  
own Vehicles.

DARTH VADER’S AMBITION

When Darth Vader, Emperor Palpatine, and 
Luke Skywalker (Conflicted) are in the Em-
peror’s Throne Room, Darth Vader may pay 
6 Ambition to win the game. TIE Advanced X1 
and Power of the Dark Side allow Darth Vader 
to gain Ambition. However, Darth Vader faces 
many obstacles. Princess Leia increases the 
Cost of Ambition actions, while May the Force 
Be with You removes Ambition. Finally, More 
Powerful Than You Can Imagine is a Restric-
tion card that prevents Darth Vader from 
taking any kind of Ambition action.

HERO SIDE

SECTOR
Your Sector is where your cards will be 
played. The top portion of your Sector 
is called the Hero side, while the lower 
portion is called the Villain side. You 
will play cards from your Villain deck 
to the Villain side. Cards on both the 
Villain and Hero sides as well as cards 
in Deep Space are “in” your Sector.

Note: Cards in your hand, decks, and 
discard piles are not “in” your Sector.

LOCATIONS
Each Sector has four locations to which 
you may move your Villain. For example, 
Darth Vader’s Sector includes Mustafar, 
the Death Star, Cloud City and the 
Emperor’s Throne Room. The symbols 
on each location indicate the actions 
you may perform after you move to it. 
(See Types of Actions on page 7.)

OVERVIEW
Each Villain has their own personalized Villain deck designed to help 
them achieve their own Objective. The choices you make to navigate 
the obstacles between you and achieving your Objective are always 
different. While you make decisions and try to manipulate events 

ACTIONS
Each location has symbols for  
actions you may perform when you  
move to that location. (See Types of 
Actions on page 7.)

OBJECTIVE
Each Villain has a different Objective, 
which they must achieve to win the game.

to your favor, your opponents are doing the same. Be mindful 
of your opponents’ progress so that you can place obstacles 
in their way when necessary. You only win if you achieve your 
Villain’s Objective first, so that should always be your priority.

VILLAIN MOVER
Each player has a mover representing their 
Villain. Players will move this piece to a new 
location within their Sector each turn.

VILLAIN DECK
Draw cards from this deck  
to achieve your Objective.

VILLAIN CARDS
Play cards from your hand to the Villain 
side of your Sector (the bottom portion). 
These cards do not block your actions. 
(See Playing Cards on page 11.) 

CREDIT, AMBITION AND STRENGTH TOKENS
In Star Wars Villainous, there are three main 
types of game tokens: Credits, Ambition, and 
Strength. You may keep your tokens anywhere 
near your Sector. (See Collect Credits on  
page 7, Ambition on page 7, and Strength  
on page 11.)

VILLAIN GUIDE
Read the Villain Guide for your chosen Villain 
before starting the game. These detail your 
Villain’s Objective and unique cards, as well as 
potential obstacles (like Heroes) which can slow 
you down. Keep your Villain Guide handy and refer 
to it as needed when you play new cards, or when 
your opponents play cards against you!

FATE DECK
When your opponent takes a Fate action 
against you, they draw cards from the Fate 
deck above your Sector and play them to 
the Hero side of your Sector. 

FATE CARDS 
Opponents can play Hero and Item cards 
from your Fate deck to the Hero side of 
your Sector. These cards cover up actions 
at the location to which they are played, 
preventing you from taking those actions. 
(See Blocked Actions on page 6.) The Fate 
deck also contains Effect, Vehicle, and 
Restriction cards. (See Fate Cards  
on page 15.)

DEEP SPACE
Play any Vehicle cards to Deep Space (the 
right-most area of your Sector). Cards 
played to Deep Space maintain the Hero 
(top) and Villain (bottom) division of the 
Sector. (See Vehicles on page 16.)

REFERENCE CARD
One side of the Reference Card lists 
each Villain’s Objective. This will help you 
determine whether an opponent is nearing 
victory. The other side identifies the action 
symbols used in the game.

When Obi-Wan Kenobi is played, 
Darth Vader places his entire 

hand in the discard pile.

HERO

O BI -WAN  KEN O BIO BI -WAN  KEN O BI

DARTH VADER © LFL  EN01

R EFER EN C E  C AR D

Collect Credits

Activate

Ambition

Discard Cards Vanquish

Fate

Play a Card

Maneuver

© LFL EN01

Vi l l a i n  Objec t i ves
DARTH VADER must flip Luke 
Skywalker to his Conflicted side. 
Darth Vader, Emperor Palpatine, 
and Luke Skywalker (Conflicted) 
must be in the Emperor’s Throne 
Room. Darth Vader then pays 6 
Ambition to defeat Luke Skywalker.

ASAJJ VENTRESS must  
complete three Missions. As each 
step in the Mission is completed, 
Asajj Ventress adds an Ambition 
token to the Mission card. Once 
all steps are finished, the Mission 
is completed and Asajj Ventress 
collects that Ambition.

MOFF GIDEON must have Grogu, 
Doctor Pershing, and Laboratory 
Samples in play on the Villain side 
of the Sector. Once all three are 
in the same location, Moff Gideon 
then pays 5 Ambition to win  
the game.

KYLO REN must commit his 
Destiny to the Dark Side of the 
Force. To achieve his Objective, 
Kylo Ren must use Ambition to 
move all six Destiny tokens to the 
Dark Side of his Destiny tracker.

GENERAL GRIEVOUS must  
defeat Heroes in order to  
collect eight Lightsabers.

ALLY

I MPERI AL  OFF I CERSI MPERI AL  OFF I CERS

1  : Remove a Hero Vehicle 
from your Sector, then 

remove Imperial Officers.

ALLY

IMPERIAL  OFF ICERS
IMPERIAL  OFF ICERS

1  : Remove a Hero Vehicle 
from your Sector, then 

remove Imperial Officers.

VILLAIN SIDE

-1



DARTH
VADER

4 5

MUSTAFAR

DARTH  VADER

DEATH  STA R CLOUD  C I TY EMPEROR ’ S  THRONE  ROOM

DEEP  SPACE

OBJECTIVE

Defeat Luke Skywalker.

DARTH VADER © LFL EN01

Gain 2 Ambition.

VEHICLE

T IE  ADVANCED  X1T IE  ADVANCED  X1

HERO

All of Darth Vader’s 
Ambition Ability Costs are 
increased by 1 Ambition.

PRINCESS  LE I APRINCESS  LE I A

RESTRICTION

Darth Vader cannot perform Ambition actions. Darth Vader must discard his entire hand during a Discard action to remove More Powerful Than You Can Imagine.

MORE  POWERFUL  THAN 
MORE  POWERFUL  THAN YOU CAN  IMAGINEYOU CAN  IMAGINE

HERO

While R2-D2 is attached to an engaged Hero Vehicle, Darth Vader cannot use the Ally Vehicle’s Ability.

R2-D2R2-D2

VEHICLE

MILLENNIUM FALCON
MILLENNIUM FALCON

When a Hero has been defeated, move them to 

the Millennium Falcon. Players targeting Darth 

Vader with a Fate action may play a Hero from 

the Millennium Falcon to a new location instead 

of drawing cards from Darth Vader’s Fate deck.

ALLY

IMPERIAL  OFF ICERS
IMPERIAL  OFF ICERS

1  : Remove a Hero Vehicle 

from your Sector, then 

remove Imperial Officers.

During their turn, if another 

player spends 2 or more Ambition, 

you may play The Power of the 

Dark Side. Gain 2 Ambition.

CONDITION

THE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDE
THE  POWER OF  THE  DARK  S IDE

DARTH VADER
VILLAIN GUIDE

R2-D2 AND THE  
MILLENNIUM FALCON

R2-D2 may be played to a Hero 
Vehicle. When played there, the 
little droid blocks the Ability of 
the engaged Ally Vehicle. 

While the Millennium Falcon 
is in play,  defeated Heroes 
are placed there rather than 
the discard pile. This may 
prevent Darth Vader from 
moving Luke Skywalker toward 
the Emperor’s Throne Room. 
However, when the Millennium 
Falcon is defeated, each Hero 
on board counts for moving 
Luke Skywalker.

Hero Vehicles can be defeated 
by using Imperial Officers 
without sacrificing your  
own Vehicles.

DARTH VADER’S AMBITION

When Darth Vader, Emperor Palpatine, and 
Luke Skywalker (Conflicted) are in the Em-
peror’s Throne Room, Darth Vader may pay 
6 Ambition to win the game. TIE Advanced X1 
and Power of the Dark Side allow Darth Vader 
to gain Ambition. However, Darth Vader faces 
many obstacles. Princess Leia increases the 
Cost of Ambition actions, while May the Force 
Be with You removes Ambition. Finally, More 
Powerful Than You Can Imagine is a Restric-
tion card that prevents Darth Vader from 
taking any kind of Ambition action.

HERO SIDE

SECTOR
Your Sector is where your cards will be 
played. The top portion of your Sector 
is called the Hero side, while the lower 
portion is called the Villain side. You 
will play cards from your Villain deck 
to the Villain side. Cards on both the 
Villain and Hero sides as well as cards 
in Deep Space are “in” your Sector.

Note: Cards in your hand, decks, and 
discard piles are not “in” your Sector.

LOCATIONS
Each Sector has four locations to which 
you may move your Villain. For example, 
Darth Vader’s Sector includes Mustafar, 
the Death Star, Cloud City and the 
Emperor’s Throne Room. The symbols 
on each location indicate the actions 
you may perform after you move to it. 
(See Types of Actions on page 7.)

OVERVIEW
Each Villain has their own personalized Villain deck designed to help 
them achieve their own Objective. The choices you make to navigate 
the obstacles between you and achieving your Objective are always 
different. While you make decisions and try to manipulate events 

ACTIONS
Each location has symbols for  
actions you may perform when you  
move to that location. (See Types of 
Actions on page 7.)

OBJECTIVE
Each Villain has a different Objective, 
which they must achieve to win the game.

to your favor, your opponents are doing the same. Be mindful 
of your opponents’ progress so that you can place obstacles 
in their way when necessary. You only win if you achieve your 
Villain’s Objective first, so that should always be your priority.

VILLAIN MOVER
Each player has a mover representing their 
Villain. Players will move this piece to a new 
location within their Sector each turn.

VILLAIN DECK
Draw cards from this deck  
to achieve your Objective.

VILLAIN CARDS
Play cards from your hand to the Villain 
side of your Sector (the bottom portion). 
These cards do not block your actions. 
(See Playing Cards on page 11.) 

CREDIT, AMBITION AND STRENGTH TOKENS
In Star Wars Villainous, there are three main 
types of game tokens: Credits, Ambition, and 
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near your Sector. (See Collect Credits on  
page 7, Ambition on page 7, and Strength  
on page 11.)

VILLAIN GUIDE
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potential obstacles (like Heroes) which can slow 
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your opponents play cards against you!

FATE DECK
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deck above your Sector and play them to 
the Hero side of your Sector. 

FATE CARDS 
Opponents can play Hero and Item cards 
from your Fate deck to the Hero side of 
your Sector. These cards cover up actions 
at the location to which they are played, 
preventing you from taking those actions. 
(See Blocked Actions on page 6.) The Fate 
deck also contains Effect, Vehicle, and 
Restriction cards. (See Fate Cards  
on page 15.)

DEEP SPACE
Play any Vehicle cards to Deep Space (the 
right-most area of your Sector). Cards 
played to Deep Space maintain the Hero 
(top) and Villain (bottom) division of the 
Sector. (See Vehicles on page 16.)

REFERENCE CARD
One side of the Reference Card lists 
each Villain’s Objective. This will help you 
determine whether an opponent is nearing 
victory. The other side identifies the action 
symbols used in the game.

When Obi-Wan Kenobi is played, 
Darth Vader places his entire 

hand in the discard pile.
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Villa in  Object ives
DARTH VADER must flip Luke 
Skywalker to his Conflicted side. 
Darth Vader, Emperor Palpatine, 
and Luke Skywalker (Conflicted) 
must be in the Emperor’s Throne 
Room. Darth Vader then pays 6 
Ambition to defeat Luke Skywalker.

ASAJJ VENTRESS must  
complete three Missions. As each 
step in the Mission is completed, 
Asajj Ventress adds an Ambition 
token to the Mission card. Once 
all steps are finished, the Mission 
is completed and Asajj Ventress 
collects that Ambition.

MOFF GIDEON must have Grogu, 
Doctor Pershing, and Laboratory 
Samples in play on the Villain side 
of the Sector. Once all three are 
in the same location, Moff Gideon 
then pays 5 Ambition to win  
the game.

KYLO REN must commit his 
Destiny to the Dark Side of the 
Force. To achieve his Objective, 
Kylo Ren must use Ambition to 
move all six Destiny tokens to the 
Dark Side of his Destiny tracker.

GENERAL GRIEVOUS must  
defeat Heroes in order to  
collect eight Lightsabers.
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1  : Remove a Hero Vehicle 
from your Sector, then 

remove Imperial Officers.

ALLY
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IMPERIAL  OFF ICERS

1  : Remove a Hero Vehicle 
from your Sector, then 

remove Imperial Officers.

VILLAIN SIDE
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1. Gain 1 Ambition
Take 1 Ambition token from the Chamber at the 
start of each of your turns. You may earn more 
Ambition from cards and other actions in the 
game. (See Ambition on page 7.)

Perform Actions
Each location has symbols representing the actions 
you may take when you move there. Each action may 
be performed once for each symbol that appears. 
All actions are optional and may be performed in any 
order. (See Types of Actions on page 7.)

Do the following in this order:

Move Your Villain
Move your Villain to a different location in your 
Sector. You may not stay in your previous location. 

Now it’s the next player’s turn.

Blocked Actions
During the game, action symbols may be covered by Fate 
cards. Actions covered this way are blocked. If an action is 
blocked, that action is unavailable and may not be performed 
until the card covering it is moved, vanquished, defeated, 
or removed. When an action is uncovered, it is available 
immediately. If your Villain is at that location and it’s still your 
turn, you may perform the actions.

As soon as a player fulfills their Villain’s Objective, 
the game ends and that player wins!

Take 2 Credits.

2 =

ON YOUR TURN

ENDING THE GAME

Draw Cards
At the end of your turn, if you have fewer than four 
cards in your hand, draw from your Villain deck until you 
have four cards, or your maximum allowed hand size. If 
you need to draw from your Villain deck and it is empty, 
shuffle your Villain discard pile to form a new deck, then 
continue your draw.

Collect Credits
Credits are the currency of the Star Wars Universe. Take Credits 
from the supply equal to the number in the symbol on your location. 
Keep your Credits next to your Sector. Credits are used to pay the 
Cost to play most cards and to use Activated Abilities.

Cards and their abilities may alter what you can and cannot do with 
an action. When in doubt, cards overrule anything in this rulebook. 
If one card grants an Ability and another restricts your actions, the 
card restriction takes precedence and the restriction applies.

Your Villain’s location dictates which actions you may perform on 
your turn, but these actions can be carried out at any location in 
your Sector. For example, when performing a Vanquish action, you 
may perform the Vanquish at any location in your Sector with an Ally 
and a Hero.

TYPES OF ACTIONS

Playing Ambition Cards
Some cards have a Cost listed in Ambition instead of Credits. These 
cards have the Ambition Cost located in the lower left of the card 
image. You may play only one card per Ambition action. When you 
play an Ambition card, you must pay its Ambition Cost by returning 
that many Ambition to the Chamber (unless otherwise stated on 
the card). If you don’t have enough Ambition to pay a card’s Cost, 
you cannot play it. You must still have an Ambition action to play an 
Ambition card with a Cost of 0. 

Using Ambition Abilities
Some cards include an Ambition Cost to use that card’s Ability, 
similar to an Activate action. (See Activated Abilities on page 9.) 
Each time you wish to use that card’s Ability, you must use an 
Ambition action and pay the Ambition Ability Cost. Ambition Ability 
Costs are always paid in Ambition.

Other card types may have an Ambition Ability in addition to other 
card Abilities. You still need to use an Ambition action to use these 
Ambition Abilities.

Ambition
Not everything can be bought or manipulated with Credits. 
Sometimes your Villain’s personality and influence manifests 
through their inherent power, strength, leadership, or luck. This 
is called Ambition. You can use Ambition to play Ambition cards or 
use Ambition Abilities.

Villain 
Discard Pile

Effect

2

Resolve

Item

1

Example: Pay the Cost (2 Ambition) 
then play this card.

Example: Pay 1 Ambition to 
activate this card’s Ability.

EACH SECTOR IS DIFFERENT, 
AND SOME OF THE ACTIONS MAY 

NOT APPEAR IN YOUR SECTOR.

YOU MUST WAIT UNTIL THE END OF 
YOUR TURN TO DRAW CARDS, EVEN IF 
YOU HAVE FEWER THAN FOUR CARDS 
AT THE START OF YOUR TURN.

Ambition Ability Cost: 1
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Ally

Villain
Discard

Pile

Hand

Item
1

Example: Pay 1 Credit to 
activate this card’s Ability.

Activated Ability Cost: 1

Discard cards
Discard as many cards as you wish face up from your 
hand to your discard pile. Getting rid of unwanted cards 
will give you new options on your next turn.

After discarding, do not immediately draw new cards.  
You must wait until the end of your turn to draw back up 
to your hand size.

ACTIVATE
Choose one card in your Sector with an activate symbol. 
Pay the card’s Activated Ability Cost, if any, then perform 
the card’s Activated Ability.

Activated Abilities
Some cards include an activate symbol to indicate that 
their Ability is not always in effect. Play a card with an 
Activated Ability as normal. Each time you wish to use that 
card’s Ability, you must perform an activate action and pay 
the Activated Ability Cost, if any. Activated Ability Costs 
are always paid in Credits.

Maneuver
The Maneuver action allows you to take a card that 
is already in play and put it in any new location in 
your Sector. This action only applies to cards on the 
Villain (bottom) side of the Sector. In some cases, the 
Ability to Maneuver cards will be the key to meeting 
your Objective. You may not Maneuver an Item that is 
attached to an Ally. However, if you Maneuver an Ally, all 
Items attached to that Ally move with them.

Maneuvering a card is not the same as playing a card. 
If a card’s Ability is triggered when it (or another card) 
is played, that Ability is not triggered if the card is 
Maneuvered.

See Vehicles on page 16 for details on  
Maneuvering these cards. 

VANQUISH
Defeat one character, usually a Hero, at any location in 
your Sector by using one or more of your Allies in the 
same location as the character you are Vanquishing.

Each character has a Strength in the lower-left corner. 
(See Strength on page 11.) Your Ally or Allies must 
have Strength equal to or greater than the Strength of 
the character you choose to Vanquish. Multiple Allies 
may be used in a single Vanquish action by adding their 
Strength together. Strength may be modified by other 
cards or tokens in play. 

After using this action, the Ally or Allies you used in the 
Vanquish action as well as the character you Vanquished 
are placed face up in their respective discard piles.

Vehicles do not have Strength. However, you may 
Vanquish a Hero Vehicle by engaging it with an Ally 
Vehicle, then performing a Vanquish action to remove 
both Vehicles from play. (See Removing, Defeating, 
and Vanquishing Vehicles on page 17.)

PLAY A CARD
Pay Credits to play a card from your hand. You may 
play only one card for each “Play a Card” action in your 
location. Cards that can be played will have the Credits 
Cost symbol in the upper-left corner. When you play a 
card, you must pay its Cost by returning that number 
of Credits to the Chamber (unless otherwise stated). If 
you don’t have enough Credits to pay a card’s Cost, you 
cannot play the card. Some cards have a Cost of zero 
Credits; you must have a “Play a Card” action to play 
these as well.

You do not have to play cards to your Villain’s location. 
Allies and Items are played directly to any location on the 
Villain (bottom) side of your Sector. Vehicles are played to 
Deep Space.

Note: You may not use the “Play a Card” action to play 
Ambition cards. (See Ambition on page 7.)

Ally

3

Villain 
Discard Pile

Fate
Discard Pile

Hero

Ally

Ally

Ally

4

5

1

1

Example: Pay the Cost (3 Credits),  
then play this item to any location.

Example: Move an Ally from any 
location to any other location.

Example: You have three Allies at the same location as a 
Hero with a Strength of 5. Because two of the Allies have  
a combined Strength of 5 (4+1), only those two Allies 
need to be used to Vanquish the Hero. Discard the Hero 
and the two Allies. The third Ally remains at the location.
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Ally

Villain
Discard

Pile

Hand

Item
1
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Activated Ability Cost: 1
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PLAY A CARD
Pay Credits to play a card from your hand. You may 
play only one card for each “Play a Card” action in your 
location. Cards that can be played will have the Credits 
Cost symbol in the upper-left corner. When you play a 
card, you must pay its Cost by returning that number 
of Credits to the Chamber (unless otherwise stated). If 
you don’t have enough Credits to pay a card’s Cost, you 
cannot play the card. Some cards have a Cost of zero 
Credits; you must have a “Play a Card” action to play 
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You do not have to play cards to your Villain’s location. 
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Example: Pay the Cost (3 Credits),  
then play this item to any location.

Example: Move an Ally from any 
location to any other location.

Example: You have three Allies at the same location as a 
Hero with a Strength of 5. Because two of the Allies have  
a combined Strength of 5 (4+1), only those two Allies 
need to be used to Vanquish the Hero. Discard the Hero 
and the two Allies. The third Ally remains at the location.
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Strength
A character’s Strength (both Heroes and Allies)  
is indicated in the lower-left corner of their card.

Zero-Strength Allies and Heroes
If an Ally is reduced to 0 Strength by other card Abilities, that card 
remains in its location. An Ally with 0 Strength can still use their 
Abilities and can be used in a Vanquish action if desired, though 
the Ally adds no Strength to the Vanquish action. An Ally with 0 
Strength is always removed if used in any Vanquish action.

A Hero with 0 Strength remains in place at its location and 
continues to block actions. Their Ability is still in effect. You may 
use a Vanquish action against a Hero with 0 Strength as per 
normal, but the Ally used in the Vanquish action is not discarded.

Opponent’s Game Board

Opponent’s
Fate Deck

Opponent’s
Fate Discard

Pile

Effect Hero

Placing Strength Tokens
When you place a +1 or -1 Strength token on a 
character, this character’s Strength is permanently 
affected as long as that token remains on the card.

Gaining and Losing Strength
When a character gains or loses Strength, this change is 
temporary and often relies on the presence of other cards in play. 
You may use Strength or other tokens to indicate this temporary 
increase but must remember to remove or alter the correct 
number when the conditions change.

Example: The Mandalorian gains +2 Strength when in the same 
location as Grogu. If the characters wind up in separate locations, 
that Strength increase is removed from The Mandalorian. He 
regains the Strength bonus if he and Grogu end up in the same 
location once more.

Villain Card

Fate Card

FATE
Using a Fate action can disrupt an opponent’s progress. 
Choose an opponent to target. Reveal two cards from 
the top of that opponent’s Fate deck. (See Card Actions 
on page 18.) Choose one card to play and discard the 
other face up to that opponent’s Fate discard pile.

The player performing the Fate action decides how to 
use the Fate card’s Ability and chooses the outcome of 
any choice or decision presented by the card.

If either of the Fate cards you reveal cannot be played 
or would have no effect, you still must choose one as 
normal and play it. Fate was not on your side this turn.

A Hero may be played to any non-Vehicle location in 
that opponent’s Sector. Play the card to the top of their 
Sector, covering the top of the location and the symbols 
there. A Vehicle may be played directly onto a Vehicle if 
one is in play. (See Vehicles on page 16.)

You may have cards in your Villain deck that allow you to 
play Fate cards on yourself. If so, the Ability of the card 
still goes into effect as if played by an opponent. If you 
play a Hero to your own Sector, you choose its location. 
Heroes, Items, and Vehicles from the Fate deck still 
block actions if you play them to your own Sector.

If you need to reveal cards from an opponent’s Fate 
deck and their deck is empty, they must shuffle their 
Fate discard pile to form a new deck. 

Instead of drawing and playing cards, you may use a Fate 
action to force an Ally Vehicle to reengage with a Hero 
Vehicle. If you choose this option, you do not get to draw 
or place any Fate cards. (See Maneuvering Vehicles on 
page 17.)

PLAYING CARDS
Each player has two decks of cards: Villain 
cards (with colored backs) and Fate cards 
(with white backs). Play Villain cards from 
your hand to locations on the Villain (bottom) 
side of your Sector. Your Fate cards are 
played, usually by opponents, to locations 
on the Hero (top) side of your Sector. These 
Fate cards block your actions. Vehicles are 
played to the right-most area of your Sector 
in Deep Space.

All face-up cards that are not in a discard 
pile are in play, and their effects are 
ongoing for as long as the card remains 
in play. Cards played to your Sector affect 

only you. This includes your Allies, Vehicles, 
Items, and any cards from the Fate deck.

Any number of Villain cards and Fate cards 
may be played to a single location. As cards 
are played, slightly offset them so that all 
cards at a location are visible.

Some cards may allow you to draw additional 
cards from your Villain deck into your hand. 
There is no hand size limit. If you have fewer 
than four cards at the end of your turn, 
draw back up to your hand size. If you have 
more cards than your hand size allows,  
do not draw.

Example: You reveal two cards from an opponent’s Fate 
deck and choose to play the Hero. Place the other card 
you revealed on top of the opponent’s Fate discard pile. 
Play the Hero to any location in the opponent’s Sector, 
covering the action symbols on the Hero (top) side of 
that location.

-1
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in play. Cards played to your Sector affect 

only you. This includes your Allies, Vehicles, 
Items, and any cards from the Fate deck.

Any number of Villain cards and Fate cards 
may be played to a single location. As cards 
are played, slightly offset them so that all 
cards at a location are visible.

Some cards may allow you to draw additional 
cards from your Villain deck into your hand. 
There is no hand size limit. If you have fewer 
than four cards at the end of your turn, 
draw back up to your hand size. If you have 
more cards than your hand size allows,  
do not draw.

Example: You reveal two cards from an opponent’s Fate 
deck and choose to play the Hero. Place the other card 
you revealed on top of the opponent’s Fate discard pile. 
Play the Hero to any location in the opponent’s Sector, 
covering the action symbols on the Hero (top) side of 
that location.
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ALLY

When Knights of Ren is used 
to defeat a Hero in a Vanquish 
action, gain Ambition equal to 

the Strength of that Hero.

KNIGHTS  OF  RENKNIGHTS  OF  REN

Ally cards represent your Villain’s henchmen. To play an Ally, pay its Cost 
(either in Credits or Ambition) then play that card to the Villain side of your 
Sector in one of the four locations. You do not have to play Allies to your 
Villain mover’s current location. Allies cannot be played to Vehicles.

Once Allies have been played to a location, you may use them to defeat 
characters at the same location by performing a Vanquish action. Each Ally 
has a Strength (shown in the lower-left corner) that may be modified by other 
cards or tokens. Additionally, most Allies have an Ability that affects other 
cards or actions. Once an Ally is in your Sector, you need to decide whether 
to use it to defeat a character, keep it in your Sector for its Ability, use it to 
meet your Objective, or use it in some other way.

Item cards have an Ability affecting other cards or actions. To play an Item, 
pay its Cost (in Credits or Ambition), then place the card on the Villain 
(bottom) side of any location in your Sector. If an Item says to attach it to an 
Ally, you must place the Item under an Ally in your Sector. If you have no Allies 
in your Sector, you may not play an attached Item. 

Unattached Items may be Maneuvered on their own.

If an Ally with an attached Item is moved or Maneuvered, that Item moves with 
the Ally. If an Ally is defeated, Vanquished, or removed, all attached Items are 
placed in their appropriate discard piles.

1  : Place one Destiny 
token in the Dark Side.

SU PR EME  LEADER  SNOKESU PR EME  LEADER  SNOKE

ALLY
Strength

 Credit Cost

OR

Ambition Cost

Ability

Name

Card Type

ITEM

BESKARBESKAR

Attach Beskar to an Ally.

0  : Remove Beskar to play  
any card from your hand for free.

4  : Remove Beskar to find 
and play Grogu to the Hero 

side of your Sector.

 Credit Cost

Ability

Name

Card Type

SOME VILLAINS HAVE ADDITIONAL 
CARD TYPES UNIQUE TO THEM AS 

EXPLAINED IN THEIR VILLAIN GUIDES.

VILLAIN CARDS
If you cannot follow all all the instructions on a 
card to resolve it completely, you may not play it.

Condition cards are unusual because you play them during an opponent’s 
turn. They are not played by performing a Play a Card or Ambition action. 
During an opponent’s turn, if you have a Condition in your hand and the 
requirement on the card is met, you may immediately play the card, do what 
it says, then discard it face up to your discard pile. There is no limit to the 
number of Conditions that may be played at one time.

After a Condition is played, the opponent’s turn continues. Do not draw a new 
card. You must wait until the end of your turn to draw back to your hand size.

Vehicle cards can only be played to the Deep Space area of your Sector. 
Once you pay its Cost (in Credits or Ambition) and play it, Vehicles add a new 
location to your Sector that you can move to. This Vehicle location includes 
new actions that you may use as well as an Ability that triggers when you 
move there. When you move to a Vehicle, you immediately perform the new 
Ability before you perform any actions at that location. Allies cannot be played 
to Vehicles. Selecting and using actions follow the same rules detailed in 
Types of Actions on page 7.

CONDITION

HUN T IN G  J ED IHUN T IN G  J ED I

During their turn, if another player 
takes a Play a Card action, you 
may play Hunting Jedi. Reveal 

cards from your Fate deck until 
you reveal a Hero. Play that Hero 

to any location in your Sector.

Ability

Name

Card Type

VEHICLE

Look at the top three cards of 
your deck. Put one into your 

hand, discard one, and put one 
on the bottom of your deck.

T HE  BAN S HEET HE  BAN S HEE

Ability

Name

Card Type

Effect cards are one-time Abilities. To play an Effect, pay its Cost (in Credits 
or Ambition), do what the card says, then place it face up in the appropriate 
discard pile.

EFFECT

All Heroes in Darth Vader’s 
Sector get -1 Strength.

FR IENDS  IN  TROUBLEFR IENDS  IN  TROUBLE

Move Darth Vader to Luke 
Skywalker’s current location. Take 
one action at the new location. Flip 
Luke Skywalker to his Conflicted 

side. You cannot use Release Your 
Anger to perform Fate actions.

RELEASE  YOUR ANGERRELEASE  YOUR ANGER

EFFECT

 Credit Cost

OR

Ambition Cost

Ability

Name

Card Type

Actions
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MissionMission cards are unique cards always associated with a Villain who has specific Mission-
based Objectives or goals. Not all Villains will have Mission cards in their deck. Your Villain 
Guide will have information on your Villain’s specific Missions.

Mission cards are removed from the Villain deck, shuffled, and put in their own deck. 
Mission cards have a darker card back to allow you to locate them quickly. At the start of 
your first turn, reveal the top Mission card.

Each Mission card has the following:

X    Ambition Reset: When you reveal a Mission card, you may use an Ambition action to 
help you on your Mission. This step is completely optional. If the Mission asks you to 
find and place Fate cards, their game effects are not triggered. (See Play and Place 
on page 18.) If the Mission asks you to place Hero cards, they are always placed to 
different locations.

  -   Progress: These are tasks you must do to complete the Mission. You can do the tasks 
in any order. Once completed, place an Ambition token on the Mission card to indicate 
that you have completed that task.

  -   Reward: The Mission is complete when you have the correct number of Ambition tokens 
on the Mission card.

Once the Mission is completed, collect the Ambition you placed on the Mission as you 
completed your tasks. This is the reward. Then discard the Mission. If you need a certain 
number of Missions to complete an Objective, keep that discard pile near your portrait.

If you have no Mission cards face-up, reveal the next Mission immediately and for free. 
Follow the instructions on the card.

MISSION

ST INKYST INKY

0  : Find Anakin Skywalker and 
Ahsoka Tano and place 
them in different locations.

PROGRESS: 
› Defeat Anakin Skywalker.  
› Defeat Ahsoka Tano.  
› Have Count Dooku in play. 

REWARD:  
Gain 3 Ambition tokens.

Ambition 
Reset

Progress

Reward

Name

Card Type

Playing Multiple Missions
At any time, you may take an Ambition action and pay Ambition equal 
to the number of face-up Mission cards to reveal a new Mission. 
The other revealed Missions remain active.

If two Missions have the same task(s), you can only place an 
Ambition token on one of the Missions. You will have to do that task 
a second time to place another Ambition token.

FATE CARDS
Fate decks are created specifically to delay a Villain from reaching their Objective. 
If either of the Fate cards you reveal cannot be played or do not affect the game for 
whatever reason, you still must choose one to play. Fate was not on your side this turn.

Hero cards represent the Heroes trying to stop Villains from accomplishing 
their sinister plans. To play a Hero, place the card so that it covers the top 
of any location in the targeted player’s Sector, blocking the actions in that 
location. Heroes cannot be played to Vehicles.

You can use a Hero to hinder an opponent’s progress by covering useful 
actions. These actions are blocked until the Hero is defeated, Vanquished,  
or removed. 

Each Hero also has a Strength (shown in the lower-left corner) that may be 
modified by other cards or tokens. Additionally, most Heroes have an Ability 
that makes it harder for a Villain to achieve their Objective.

If multiple Heroes are at a location, and the character covering the action 
symbols is defeated or removed, use any other character in that location to 
cover the action symbols at the top of the Sector.

Item and Effect cards may also appear in the Fate deck. They do not have a 
Cost to play them, although other conditions may need to be met for the card 
to be played.

HERO

The Mandalorian gets +2 Strength 
if Grogu is at his location. Grogu 

may be on either the Hero or Villain 
side of Moff Gideon’s Sector. 

THE  MANDALORIANTHE  MANDALORIAN

Strength

Ability

Name

Card Type

RESTRICTION

Darth Vader cannot perform 
Ambition actions. Darth Vader must 

discard his entire hand during a 
Discard action to remove More 
Powerful Than You Can Imagine.

MORE  POWERFUL  THAN MORE  POWERFUL  THAN 
YOU CAN  IMAGINEYOU CAN  IMAGINE

Ability

Name

Card Type

Restriction cards have an ongoing effect until the conditions for their 
removal are met. When playing a Restriction card, place it under the mover 
of the Villain targeted with a Fate action. While the Restriction is in play, its 
Ability is in effect. 

The Restriction will move with the Villain mover to new locations each turn. 
Remove the Restriction when the requirements specified on the card are met. 
Removing a Restriction is a free action unless otherwise specified  
on the card.

Restrictions do not block actions. 

Vehicles cards are played to Deep Space. Heroes cannot be played to 
Vehicles. See Vehicles on page 16 for more information on how Hero and Ally 
Vehicles interact.

Asajj Ventress cannot perform 
Vanquish actions. Remove two 

Allies from your Sector to 
remove Strange Alliances.

STRANGE  ALL IANCESSTRANGE  ALL IANCES

RESTRICTION

Ability

Name

Card Type

VEHICLE

When Millennium Falcon is played, 
find Han Solo and play him to any 

location in Kylo Ren’s Sector.

MILLENNIUM FALCONMILLENNIUM FALCON

Ability

Name

Card Type

Asajj Ventress © LFL EN01MISSION

0  : Look at the top five cards 
of your Villain deck. Place  
them back on top in any order. 

PROGRESS: 
› Have Mother Talzin in play.  
› Have at least one Nightsisters in play.  
› Have Savage Opress in play.  
› Play Home.

REWARD:  
Gain 4 Ambition tokens.

THE  WITCHESTHE  WITCHES

ACTIVE Pay  1 

Revealing additional Missions costs Ambition  
equal to the number of Active Missions.
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Name

Card Type
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MUSTAFAR

DARTH  VADE R

D EATH  STAR CLOUD C ITY EMPEROR ’S  THRONE  ROOM

DEEP  SPACE

OBJECTIVE

Defeat Luke Skywalker.
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DART H  VADER
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DEEP  SPACE

OBJECTIVE

Defeat Luke Skywalker.

Because this Hero 
Vehicle is not engaged, 
the Villain player must 
reduce their hand size 
by one card.

Villains cannot use the 
actions of an engaged 
Vehicle but can still 
use the Ability.

Using a Maneuver 
action to move an 
Ally Vehicle, you can 
disengage a Hero 
Vehicle. The Ally 
Vehicle actions are 
now available to you, 
but you will have to 
reduce your hand 
size by one card.

Using a Vanquish action, you can defeat 
an engaged Hero Vehicle. Remove both 
Vehicles to their appropriate discard piles.

Gain 2 Ambition.

VEHICLE

T I E  A DVANCED  X1T I E  A DVANCED  X1

Gain 2 Ambition.

VEHICLE

T IE  ADVANCED  X1T IE  ADVANCED  X1

VEHICLES
Vehicle cards appear in both Fate and Villain decks. Hero Vehicles 
are Vehicles from the Fate deck, and Ally Vehicles are Vehicles from 
your Villain deck. Unless indicated by card text, no cards can be 
played to a Vehicle location or Hero Vehicle.

Removing, Defeating and  
Vanquishing Vehicle cards
Villains may use a Vanquish action to remove an engaged Hero 
Vehicle. In doing so, they also lose their Ally Vehicle. There are no 
Strength comparisons. Both Vehicles (and any cards attached to 
them) are discarded to their respective discard piles. You cannot 
Vanquish, remove, or defeat an Ally Vehicle while the Villain mover  
is at that location

You cannot use a Vanquish action against an unengaged Hero 
Vehicle. There are some cards that may be used against Vehicles 
specifically. Some may remove or affect unengaged Vehicles.

Ally Vehicles
You must pay the Cost (either in Credits or Ambition) of an Ally 
Vehicle to play it. All Ally Vehicles are played to the Villain side of 
the Deep Space area of your Sector.

Ally Vehicles act as new locations you may move to. This new 
location has  actions you may take and an Ability that triggers 
immediately when you move your Villain mover to the Ally Vehicle. 
Perform this Ability as specified on the card before you take any 
other actions. Then, you may take actions as per the normal rules. 
(See Types of Actions on page 7.) When playing an Ally Vehicle, 
you may choose to engage a Hero Vehicle, if present. (See Hero 
Vehicles and Engagement below.)

While Vehicles are considered to be in your Sector, they are not 
adjacent to each other or any other location. They are separate and 
isolated locations.

When X-Wing is played, flip Luke 
Skywalker to his Focused side.

VEHICLE

X-W INGX-W ING

When X-Wing is played, flip Luke 
Skywalker to his Focused side.

VEHICLE

X-WINGX-WING

VEHICLE

MILLENNIUM FALCONMILLENNIUM FALCON

When a Hero has been defeated, move them to 
the Millennium Falcon. Players targeting Darth 
Vader with a Fate action may play a Hero from 
the Millennium Falcon to a new location instead 
of drawing cards from Darth Vader’s Fate deck.

Reveal cards from your Fate 
deck until you reveal a Hero. 
Play that Hero to any location 

in Darth Vader’s Sector.

THE  EXEC UTORTHE  EXEC UTOR

VEHICLE

When X-Wing is played, flip Luke 
Skywalker to his Focused side.

VEHICLE

X-W INGX-W ING

Hero Vehicles and Engagement
The Fate deck also contains Vehicles. If there is an Ally Vehicle 
already in play when a Hero Vehicle is played, the Hero Vehicle must 
be played to that Ally Vehicle. These Vehicles are now engaged. The 
actions of the Ally Vehicle are blocked. Unless otherwise stated, you 
may still move your Villain to an engaged Vehicle to use its Ability. 

Heroes Controlling Deep Space
If there are no Ally Vehicles in play, Hero Vehicles may still be 
played to Deep Space as normal. For each unengaged Hero Vehicle 
in your Sector, your hand size is reduced by one card. At the end 
of your turn, you will draw only up to your reduced hand size. For 
example, if there is one unengaged Hero Vehicle in a Villain’s 
Sector, their hand size is three cards. If there are two unengaged 
Hero Vehicles, their hand size would be limited to two cards.

Reveal cards from your Fate 
deck until you reveal a Hero. 
Play that Hero to any location 

in Darth Vader’s Sector.

THE  EXECUTORTHE  EXECUTOR

VEHICLE

ManeuverING VEHICLES
Villains may use a Maneuver action to disengage one of their 
Vehicles. Separate the Vehicles so that the Hero Vehicle is no 
longer covering up actions on the Ally Vehicle. As per the Vehicle 
rules, any unengaged Hero Vehicle reduces the hand size of the 
Villain. While Maneuvering away from a Hero Vehicle will free up 
actions, keep in mind that your hand size is reduced as a result. 

Villains can also use a Maneuver action on an Ally Vehicle to 
reengage a Hero Vehicle.

Instead of drawing and playing cards, an opponent may use a Fate 
action to force an Ally Vehicle to reengage with a Hero Vehicle.  
If they choose this option, they do not get to draw or play any  
Fate cards.

Fate 
Discard Pile

Villain 
Discard Pile
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Because this Hero 
Vehicle is not engaged, 
the Villain player must 
reduce their hand size 
by one card.

Villains cannot use the 
actions of an engaged 
Vehicle but can still 
use the Ability.

Using a Maneuver 
action to move an 
Ally Vehicle, you can 
disengage a Hero 
Vehicle. The Ally 
Vehicle actions are 
now available to you, 
but you will have to 
reduce your hand 
size by one card.
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an engaged Hero Vehicle. Remove both 
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VEHICLES
Vehicle cards appear in both Fate and Villain decks. Hero Vehicles 
are Vehicles from the Fate deck, and Ally Vehicles are Vehicles from 
your Villain deck. Unless indicated by card text, no cards can be 
played to a Vehicle location or Hero Vehicle.

Removing, Defeating and  
Vanquishing Vehicle cards
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is at that location

You cannot use a Vanquish action against an unengaged Hero 
Vehicle. There are some cards that may be used against Vehicles 
specifically. Some may remove or affect unengaged Vehicles.

Ally Vehicles
You must pay the Cost (either in Credits or Ambition) of an Ally 
Vehicle to play it. All Ally Vehicles are played to the Villain side of 
the Deep Space area of your Sector.

Ally Vehicles act as new locations you may move to. This new 
location has  actions you may take and an Ability that triggers 
immediately when you move your Villain mover to the Ally Vehicle. 
Perform this Ability as specified on the card before you take any 
other actions. Then, you may take actions as per the normal rules. 
(See Types of Actions on page 7.) When playing an Ally Vehicle, 
you may choose to engage a Hero Vehicle, if present. (See Hero 
Vehicles and Engagement below.)

While Vehicles are considered to be in your Sector, they are not 
adjacent to each other or any other location. They are separate and 
isolated locations.
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When a Hero has been defeated, move them to 
the Millennium Falcon. Players targeting Darth 
Vader with a Fate action may play a Hero from 
the Millennium Falcon to a new location instead 
of drawing cards from Darth Vader’s Fate deck.

Reveal cards from your Fate 
deck until you reveal a Hero. 
Play that Hero to any location 

in Darth Vader’s Sector.
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Hero Vehicles and Engagement
The Fate deck also contains Vehicles. If there is an Ally Vehicle 
already in play when a Hero Vehicle is played, the Hero Vehicle must 
be played to that Ally Vehicle. These Vehicles are now engaged. The 
actions of the Ally Vehicle are blocked. Unless otherwise stated, you 
may still move your Villain to an engaged Vehicle to use its Ability. 

Heroes Controlling Deep Space
If there are no Ally Vehicles in play, Hero Vehicles may still be 
played to Deep Space as normal. For each unengaged Hero Vehicle 
in your Sector, your hand size is reduced by one card. At the end 
of your turn, you will draw only up to your reduced hand size. For 
example, if there is one unengaged Hero Vehicle in a Villain’s 
Sector, their hand size is three cards. If there are two unengaged 
Hero Vehicles, their hand size would be limited to two cards.

Reveal cards from your Fate 
deck until you reveal a Hero. 
Play that Hero to any location 

in Darth Vader’s Sector.
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ManeuverING VEHICLES
Villains may use a Maneuver action to disengage one of their 
Vehicles. Separate the Vehicles so that the Hero Vehicle is no 
longer covering up actions on the Ally Vehicle. As per the Vehicle 
rules, any unengaged Hero Vehicle reduces the hand size of the 
Villain. While Maneuvering away from a Hero Vehicle will free up 
actions, keep in mind that your hand size is reduced as a result. 

Villains can also use a Maneuver action on an Ally Vehicle to 
reengage a Hero Vehicle.

Instead of drawing and playing cards, an opponent may use a Fate 
action to force an Ally Vehicle to reengage with a Hero Vehicle.  
If they choose this option, they do not get to draw or play any  
Fate cards.

Fate 
Discard Pile

Villain 
Discard Pile
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CARD ACTIONS

Play and Place
Some cards allow you to play a card to your 
Sector directly from your Villain deck, Fate 
deck, or discard pile as if it were played 
from your hand. Pay the card’s Cost unless 
otherwise specified. The card’s Ability goes 
into effect (even if it’s bad for you). If you 
are told to place a card, and the card has 
an Ability that specifies “when played,” that 
Ability does not take effect. You may still 
need to pay a Cost for the card. 

In all cases, the person playing the card 
makes any choices regarding Abilities and 
placement.

Free
Some card Abilities may allow you to take an 
action or play a card for free. This means 
you do not have to pay any associated Cost 
(in either Credits or Ambition), nor do you 
need to utilize an action symbol to play the 
card or perform the action. You must still 
apply the Ability on cards played for free,  
if possible.

Reveal
If a card instructs you to reveal cards, you 
must show those cards to all players. If the 
cards are in your hand, show those specific 
cards to your opponents, then return them 
to your hand. When revealing cards from 
your Villain or Fate decks, turn the cards 
from the top of the deck face up as you 
draw so all players can see them. 

Once you have finished revealing cards, 
add those cards to the deck’s discard pile. 
Then, shuffle the discard pile back into its 
appropriate deck. If you ever need to reveal 
a card from an empty deck, shuffle that 
deck’s discard pile to form a new deck.

Look
If a card instructs you to look at cards, 
either from your Villain deck or the Fate 
deck, you may look at them privately, 
keeping them secret from the other players. 
If you ever need to look at a card from a 
deck when it’s empty, shuffle that deck’s 
discard pile to form a new deck.

Find
If a card instructs you to find a specific 
card or card type, you must take the 
specified card or card type from its 
current location, then follow the rest of 
the instructions on the original card. When 
finding a card or card type, first check to 
see whether it is already at a location in 
your Sector. If you are instructed to play 
or place the found card somewhere, you 
may put it back in the same location as long 
as doing so follows the instructions on the 
original card. Remember to follow rules for 
either playing or placing the card.

If the card is not already in a Sector, then 
search the appropriate discard pile. If it is 
not in the discard pile, reveal cards from 
the appropriate deck. (See Reveal on  
page 18.)

Defeat
To defeat a character, take that character 
and place it in the appropriate discard 
pile. You can defeat a character either by 
performing a Vanquish action or by playing 
specific cards. Card Abilities that allow you 
to defeat a character do not require you to 
perform a Vanquish action unless otherwise 
stated.

Remove
If a character or Item is removed from 
your Sector by a card, place it into the 
appropriate discard pile. No Abilities can 
be triggered to stop a Remove action. 
Unless otherwise stated, players receive 
no rewards for removing a card from play, 
and effects that trigger after a character is 
defeated or Vanquished do not trigger after 
a character is removed. Removed cards are 
not considered to have been defeated or 
Vanquished.

Maneuver and Move
Maneuver is an action that must be taken at 
a location with a Maneuver symbol. Cards 
that refer to being Maneuvered must use 
that action. If a card’s Abilities allow it to 
be moved based on other actions, effects, 
or game play, you do not need a Maneuver 
action to do so.

Swap
A card that has a swap Ability means that 
you exchange that card (the original) 
for another (the replacement). The card 
initiating the swap will indicate whether you 
will find, reveal, or look for a card. Once 
located, exchange the original card for the 
replacement card. The original card will 
indicate what you should do with it and with 
the replacement card. Follow the rules for 
playing or placing the replacement card.

Choose
If a card instructs you to choose a card, it 
will also instruct you where to choose that 
card from. You may select any card as long 
as it meets the Ability requirements on the 
original card.
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